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Foreword
re National Education Goals remain at the forefront of the movement to build a nation of

eamers. In the past year. the Presidency changed hands, ashave over half the Governor-

ships in the four years since the Education Summit in Charlottesville, Virginia. These

changes serve to underscore the .antinuity, bipartisanship, and long-term nature of the

National Goals process.
Where vision and commitment count the most, however, is at the community and

neighborhood levels. Only through an enduring partnership of families, educators, employ-

ers, and other dedicated citizens can America's learning enterpriseour local schoolshe

transformed to help all our children reach their full potential. Only then will we become a

nation of lifelong learners. And only then can we be confident of meeting the competition

in this global economy, assuring a high quality of life, and preserving our democratic system

and ideals.
This Summary. Guide tn 1,-- third annual National Education Goals Report continues

our commitment to let the i mere sy people know the results we are getting in education. In

it, we nit only present the t 'as uc our performance plainly. but also offer tangible guid-

ance as to what each and every citizen can do to make the achievement of the National Edu-

cation Goals a reality.
Over the past year, the National Education Goals Panel has worked hard to bring the

Goals aad the vision ofhigh-performance learning for all to this nation's communities. The

title of this Summary Guide. "Building the Best," highlights that outreach and partnership

effort. Along with the full National Goals Report. state and local goals, vision documents

and progress reports. we hope this document will become a tool for continuous improvement.

Sincerely.

I
E. Benja -'son,Ch
(Augur. August 1993)
National Education Goals Panel, and

Governor of Nebraska

Governors

John R. IsIcKernan. Jr.. Chair
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The National
Education Goals:
How Are We Doing?

High school graduation day has always been something special in
America. It is an end, a beginning. a time to celebrate. Like stamps

of approval, the diplomas carried home proudly tell our new graduates:
"You hate met our expectations, and vou are reildt lot what comes
ahead. Your education builds the foundation for a .uccessful life. You
now have gained the tools needed to tackle future challenges."

Sadly, this message does not depict the whole

Most students leave truth. Instead tit a high school diploma being a

this system without symbol of acadenuy achievement and prepared-

ever being seriously ness for life's challenges, we have allowed it to

challenged, without become, in all too many cases, nothing more

ever fully knowing
than a certificate of attendance a simple piece

what they are capable
of paper that sat, a student showed up in school
for twelve yes.

of learning and doing,
ar

"We- means all of us. Educators. learners,
and without having parents policvmakers, employers, and other
gained the tools and community leaders allowed what was once an
skills they need to exemplary education system to stagnate and
survive and prosper. decay. Most students leave this system without

ever being seriously challenged, without ever
frilly knowing what they are capable of learn me and doing. and -vithout
haying gained the tools and skills they need to survive and prosper.

Only in the last few years have Americans come to understand the

disservice done to individuals and to society by our low expectations.
For many wars. employers and college officials crtuct:ed the low skills

and knowledge levels of high school graduates. But when international
academic assessments showed that American students were not measur-

ing up to students in other ualustrialced countries, it rocked the tounda

lions of businesses and the education system.
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By the year 2000.

All children in America will start school ready to learn

The high school graduation rate will increase to at least

90 percent.

American students will leave grades 4, 8, and 12 having

demonstrated competency in challenging subject matter,

including English, mathematics, science, history, and

geography; and every school in America will ensure that all

students learn to use their minds well, so they may be

prepared for responsible citizenship, further learning, and

productive employment in our modern economy.

American students will be the firstin the world in science

and mathematics achievement.

Every adult American will be literate and will possess the

knowledge and skills necessary to compete in a global

economy and exercise the rights and responsibilities of

citizenship.

Every school in America will be free of drugs and violence

and will offer a disciplined environment conducive to

learning.

In September 1989, an historic turnaround began. The President

and the nation's Governors met in Charlottesville, Virginia, for an

unprecedented, bipartisan "Education Summit." At that summit. they

laid the groundwork for the National Education Goals, a vision of the

education results toward which we should strive. Equally important.

rhev developed a timetable for attaining the Goals.

These Goals are a rallying cry that focus attention on where we

stand, how far we have come, and how far we have to go to guarantee

world-class education for all. The National Goals are neither a political

ploy nor a hollow promise. Indeed, they represent the educational cen-

terpiece of both the Bush and Clinton Administrations, and serve as a

nationwide compact by which we can marshal' our hest efforts and mea-

sure our shortcomings and accomplishments.
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A WAKE-UP CALL

The sobering facts about our status in meeting the National Goals

are a wake-up call to all Americans. At no stage in a learner's life
betore tormal schooling, during the school years. or as adults are we

lung as well as we should be or as well as we can. The nation has fallen

behind us own expectations and behind the progress of our global com-

petitors. For three years. we have gathered the most comprehensive and

reliable data measuring our performance on the six National Goals. This

is the picture we have:

1. Almost half of American babies start life behind and
never have the support to catch up (Goal 1).

Are our preschoolers:
Born with one or more
significant risk factors

for further learning
and development,

'inmunized by age 2 against
!nap childhood diseases'?

Read to daily?
13- to 5-year-olds1

Involved in regular
discussions about 1arnilv

history of ethnic he'itagei
13- to 5-year-oldsi

0% 20% 40% 60%

Yes 45 %.

Yes 31%

Yes 43% .

An ala Nome percentage of our intants (45%) are horn with an
appreciably higher ink of school failure because of one or more health

fictors. such as having mothers who smoked or
Only 53% of drank alcohol during pregnancy. Only 37% of
preschoolers are twit -vear -olds receive necessary immunizations

read to every day by against major childhood diseases. Only 53% of

their parents. preschoolers are read to every day by their par-
ems, t.)cily halt parricipate at least once a month

in community- or religious-sponsored events, and fewer than that (43%)

are regularly involved in discussions shorn I thetr family lostort or ethnic

heritage. Nlore than half of all children from poor families never attend
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preschool, and these children are much less likely than others to have a

regular source of health care when sick.

Nlissinu from the lives of so many infants and young children are the

relationships and actnines that Stimulate what teachers believe are the

qualities a child most needs to he ready for school---curtosity and an Ail-

ay ro communicate and get along with others. When we consider that

intants horn during the next year will enter the first grade in the year

2000, we have a unique opportunity to awe these babies the chance to

meet the first National Coalthat all children start school ready to

learn. This is a daunting but doable task.

2. During the years American children are in grades K-12,

most cannot understand and perform at levels that are
necessary for success in today's world (Goals 3 and 4).

Have our students
mastered challenging
subject matter in:

Reading?
Grade 81

Mathematics?
(Grade 81

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

The most recent national assessmenis tell tic that while students

have improved their mathematics
performance somewhat in the last two

years, toyer than one in five 4th and 12th graders

and one in tour 8th graders undersea, d complex Fewer than one in five

mathematics theory and problems. Similar find- 4th and 12th graders

files 'Wear m measuremems of modulg abd ay. and one in four 8th
Why! Ac lone as children bring home tea- graders understand

minably acceptable grades and don't get in emu- complex mathematics
He, most parents are satisfied with the education theory and problems.
system. Rut grades tell very little about whether

a child is getting an acceptable education. I. the

subtect matter challenging and important! can children apply what

they have learned! Is it relevant to today's world!
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International comparisons tell u' :hat many of our children aren't

learning as much as they shouldnot because they lack ability, but

because they have not been challenged or given opportunities to learn at

high levels. For example, while most American 13-year-olds are review-

ing basic arithmetic concepts. nearly all Japanese pre-high school stu-

dents are taking advanced math classes. Only 35% of American students

graduate tram high school haymg completed courses in basic and inter-

mediate algebra and geometry. °nit., 7% complete calculus.

Similarly, nearly a third of high school mathematics teachers have

no degree in either mathematics or math education. And despite the

tact that three years ago the National Council of Teachers of Mathemat-

ics recommended that all students should use computers and calculators

in class, only 20% of 8th graders have computers in their classrooms and

only 56"u use calculators regularly.

3. More than one in ten students fail to complete high

school (Goal 2).

Oo our adolescents:

Complete high school?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Even with a diploma, many young people face a difficult future.

Without it. their prospects are dismal. Yet 12",, of our adolescents fail to

complete high school.
In the past, the American economy could absorb mist high school

dropouts. Today, most high school dropouts "need not apply." Except

for the most menial labor, employers demand

Today's dropout will
workers with high 'kills or the ability to quickly

earn less than half the
learn them. Today's dropout will earn less than

amount of someone
halt the amount of omeone who dropped out of

who dropped out of
school M 1973.

Among reasons Mr leaving school, past acad-

school in 1973. emit failure is still a primary reason given by all

young people for dropping out. Older adoles-

cents also often cite the difficulties of juggling employment and school-

work. The truly tragic statistic, though, is the number of girls who leave

school because they are pregnant (about one out of every three female
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dropouts). It is extremely difficult far young mothers to return to and

complete high schoola factor that more often than not results in life -

lone dependency and/or low-paying lobs. This perpetuates the drop-out

tycle by negatively affecting the attitudes at these mothers' young chil-

dren the next generationtoward school.

4. Today's schools are full of barriers for those who want
to work hard (Goal 6).

Do our students:

Always feel safe
at school?
(Grade 101

Believe that the misbehavior
of others interferes with

their own learning?
(Grade 101

Report being offered
drugs white at sumer

iGrade 101

No 82%

0 /0 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Too many schools are not safe and conducive to learning. Some
have become war :ones, where gunplay and violence are common. Ten

percent of 10th graders reported in 1992 that
they had brought a weapon to school at least Ten percent of 10th
once during the previous month. Fifty percent graders reported in
report that they feel unsafe at school, at least )992 that they had
occamonal Iv. Over half say that the misbehavior brought a weapon to
of others in class interferes with their own learn- school at least once
mg.

A national e&; t to make schools and their
during the previous

immediate neighborluxxis drug-free began sever- month.

al years ago. But drugs are still widespread in
many of our schimls. In 1992, nearly one in five 10th graders said that

they had been approached in school during the past year hy6otneone try-

ing to sell or give them illegal drugs.
We cannot expect students to learn under these conditions.

Schools can be orderly and safe places for learning only if parents and
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tommunines tom [hem in makinu sure (hat students feel secure on their

way to and Irian school and while they are on schoid grounds. Students

are required to attend school. Their safety and well-being ought to be

tor par.. rile) of 0.1111.,1 !ors and rdrenN. Anti rop priorities of their COMInu

nil les tr,

5. In a country in which a highly skilled workforce is critical

to the economy, many Americans have only mediocre
basic literacy. And even these average skills are
declining among young adults (Goal 51.

Can our adults perform
challenging literacy
tasks in:

Heading?

iindeistandma eaci..nents/

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

The United Stales is a literate societyon the basis of how literacy

was defined a century aeol All but .1 -mail percentage of our population

can write and read sample tasks. for a lone Wile. however. much more

has been required to be eta-balm, literate. and in recent years. the defi-

nition of literacy has been raised guile .A decade ;leo a mechanic

could eet by with basic skills. a toolbox and a simply written manual.

Today. a mechanic needs 10 know stilisilCal slualite control. understand

how to work with computers. and read manuals written for sOnstiOne With

least a 1 2 di grade educ.tnon.
According to intinination m this year's Goals Ikernrt, most Aineri

s ins still believe that they can read and write \yell. But most of these

-.mw pet Tic can only complete minor literacy tasks. and even college
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graduates have only mediocre literacy skills. More disturbing is the fact

that the literacy levels of young adults have declined in the past seven

years.
At the same time. businesses need employees with higher skills. The

American workplace. like the education system. is undergoing a radical

iran.tormationbut businesses are changing
more quickly than schools. Businesses are select- Today, a mechanic

ing workers who have the education or have needs to know
demonstrated skill levels adequate for high-tech- statistical quality
nology workplaces and for solving problems. control, understand
They are investing their training dollars in work, how to work with
ers who are better prepared to continue their computers, and read
education. Consequently, workers who know
and understand more are much more likely

manuals written

Nave stable employment and earn more than
for someone with

workers with lower levels Of literacy.
at least a 12th grade

The changes in the workplace have been so education.

profound and so rapid that maiw Americans are
not yet aware of them. For example. American workers are much less
likely than workers in Germany or Japan to believe that they should he

expected to suggest improvements in how to pertorm their jobs. And a

57% mammy of American workers believe that their skills will he ade-

quate in the untnediate years ahead compared to only I -3";) of lapanse

workers.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Building the
Best Education System:
The Need for
Nationwide Standards

The United States is justitiably proud that it was the first modern
nation to iMarantee all its curens access to education. The responsi

blhic 10( education WAS asSililled by the states, not the federal govern-

mcnt. States often declared in their cimst maims that all of their future

Iti:CtiS should have a "free and appropriate education."
tiver time the states developed ways of defining "appropriate educa-

tion.- At first. they retied heavily on MIMIC MO such as the hours

spent studying subjects and course credits. Later, some rough measures of
"output- or performance were frequently added:

Wah_at high
minimum competency examinations, national

standards, w will
standardized tests, and other indicators, such as

e

not be able to rebuild
scores on SATs and other college admissions

America's education
tests. However. none of these measures really
tell the public what children and young people

systemthey are have learned. In tact, we have no way of telling
absolutely pivotal if whether our current "standards" for learning are
we are to thrive as high as they should be, because we have nor

and prosper. clearly defined the results we seek from our Sys
tem. The situation is like a runner beginning a

rue without knowing where the finish line is.
Without high standards, we will not be able to rebuild America's

ducat ion Nester they are IhmIlMek pivotal if we are to thrive and

prosper. Textbooks and test scores have been used as substitutes for stan-

d trds, but these actually require little of learners. Under our present sys-

tem, ten students face intellectual challenges, are asked to exercise rea..

sontne skiIs. or are empowered to be problem solvers.
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It is even more shameful that we do not provide a lei-.21 playing field

for all studentsexpectations differ from state to state, ht.tween the poor

and the more affluent, those who are minorities. those headed for col-

lege, and those entering the workforce immediately. Missing from our

education system is the expectation that all young people should learn

. ha Ilenging material and demonstrate that they have the tools for
responsible citizenship and a productive future. Our system was simply

not designed for that.
In response to this fundamental problem, the National Education

Goals Panel is working to develop voluntary nationwide standards that

challenge all learners and indicate levels of accomplishment in major

academic subject areas. The standards are
intended to provide reliable, practical bench- The National
marks for your communities and schools. The Education Goals Panel
Goals Panel and a soon-to-be-created National is working to develop
Education Standards and Improvement Council voluntary nationwide
will provide a "seal of approval" and a form or standards that
checks and balances to assure all Americans than challenge all learners
the standards are, indeed, top-notch. But the
Panel needs your help.

and indicate levels of

Everyone interested in providing student,
accomplishment in

with the best education has a stake in tipple- major academic

mentinu the Goals and standards in their corn- subject areas.

munities. To succeed as a nation, ill of uspar-
ems, educators, and other cinzensmust use the standards as guides for

improving their local schools.
The United States can and must have standards as good as, or hetter

than, those of any other nation. But we will use these standards in a

uniquely American wayas a blueprint. not a national curriculum
that inspires "education architects" in each community to design better

systems of teaching and leaning.

BEST COI- ( AVAILABLE



What Can Parents
and Citizens Do To Help
Meet the National
Education Goals?

The
National Goals process rightly calls us to "wake up" and embark

on a renewed education agenda from the earliest childhood years

through lifelong learning. Information gathered during the past few

years should convince all of us that we need to get busy to rebuild our

education system to make it world-class.
The quality of schooling affects every American, directly or indi-

rectly. Parents, of course, have a clear stake in seeing that the National

Goals are met. However, only about one-tourth of today's households

include school-age children. Therefore, to depend largely upon parents

to achieve the Goals is not enough. We all have jobs to do, and we must

unite as a nation to carry them outour future depends on it.

In order to "welcome every child" and nurture
high achievement in every young learner, all of us

must pull together. Consider what you can do.

is a Parent

Have I sought out proper prenatal care and taken care of myself and

my unborn child so that I will have a healthy baby?

Have I taken my child for regular medical checkups and made sure

that he or she has had all immunizations!

12



Am I reading to my child every day and making sure that there are

always books around the home!

Di, I the all opportunities to encourage my child's language develop-

ment, like telling Unity .torte., taking time to answer his /her tines,

ions fully, or asking my child to help me at the store by naming

items we buy?

_ Am I selecting day care facilities or pre-schools carefully, thoroughly
checking out the programs to make sure that they are able to give

my child the right start!

Do I have a habit of frequent contacts with those taking care of my

child, such as volunteering for activit ies and attending parent -
reacher conferences! Po I think of myself as a full partner in caring
for my child? Do I express my concerns (as well as praise) with day

Care providers and other imp4irtant adult, wilt) 'hare in caring for my

child?

As a Concerned Citizen

Do I help agencies, care givers. and groups work together to provide

adequate health and other early childhood services for children in

mw COMIMMItV?

Do I offer my spare time to help in well-baby clinics, children's
library programs, or other places that serve young children?

Do I encourage my place of business (0 oiler day care on-site Of to

..upport expanded day care WIVICeN m the Community!

13



As a Parent

When children enter the formal education
system, usually by kindergarten, an African adage
becomes very real"It takes a whole village to
raise a child."

Am I in frequent contact with the school, so that I know what is

being asked of my child and of me?

Do I make home a place to learn by a variety of activities such as

cooking with my child, making sure he or she understands home-

work assignments, involving my child in separating recyclable items,

and creating art projects with home and outdoor supplies? Do I limit

my child's television viewing?

Do look for and take advantage of opportunities in my community

for my child to learnmuseums, art galleries, concerts for children,

special events (most often free) to explore science or other sub-

jectson a regular basis!

Can I recognize challenging teaching methodsthose that use lots

of materials beyond textbooks, such as experiments and projects,

hands-on experiences. and opportunities to work in groupsand do

I encourage my child's school and teachers to use them?

Have I checked to be sure that my school has the resources it needs

for excellent instruction and expert training Mr teachers? Do I vol-

unteer my time to give teachers time to learn new skills?

Have I asked school board, parent-teacher, or administrative leaders

about developing high standards for my schools! Are they keeping

me informed about what world-class expectations would be, and

how they apply to my community!

14



As a Concerned Citizen

Have I ever volunteered my time ro help mentor or tutor a student!

Do I support, through donat ions. time. or Inv vole. programs that
'erve children. nom local library exhibits to before- and after-school

day care!

Do l otter help to students, such as career counseling or supplemen-
tal science instruction, through organizations with which I am affili-

ated!

Do I view the quality and results of the schools as my concern and
the whole community's, and not lust that or parents of school chil-
dren!

Do I seek to be informed about how to improve the schools by
attending public forums, volunteering to serve on advisory commit-
tees. or offering my knowledge to help educators understand and
keep up with the fields that they are preparing students to enter!

Do I ask principal.. teachers. or other school administrators about

what the harriers to better education are (e.g., inadequate classroom
resources or unequal access to advancedclasses), and do I participate

finding soluticos!

15
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As a Parent

Moving from school to work and further
education is a haphazard journey for many young
people and adults. This was never a major policy
issueuntil we realized how important constant
learning had become.

liave I checked with Inv principal to Ise sure that mn child's high
school oilers college- preparatory classes. it that r what he or she
wants! Advanced placement courses! Or specific vocational and
other courses that will help enIlie MICCC4III entry into the work-
force!

Do I insist on my child sompiet mg high school so drat those options
stay open!

no I talk to the print ipal or cuidance c(mnselors to be sure that the
counseling services at my child's high school are encouraging us to
consider all the option...wadable and to prepare for them!

It my child works while in high school, do I insist that he or she limit
work tune so that dissroom learning and participating in eXtraellr-
Ilillkir activities are the priority:

It my child choose, To speciali:e in a vocational area while in Ineh
school, do I help plan his or her schedule to ensure that he or she
also appreciates and takes important traditional academic courses as

Igo I know what Inv child is expected to learn in each class.' Do I
have .1.stlranCe, from teachers ind adminisi tarots that what rim
hild learns betore graduation AN ill prepale 111111 or her for a very

c impetitive workplace:

I lave I asked the admissions autos of the Lolleues that my child is
interested in about graduation rare.:

16 3



As a Concerned Citi:en

Do I think of myself as a learner, too! Do I read a range of materials
regularly. seek our ways to advance ow skilk for career/jobs, and take
advantage of cultural resources?

Do I urge my employer to otter for support through community insti-
tutions) a variety of education/training resource., from improving
basic literacy skills to advanced training:

Do I demand high standards from the institutions offering education
and training, such as using the most tip-to-date technologies, keep-
ing track of their results, and making sure that they are "in sync"
with future skills demands within my community?

_± Li
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A REMINDER ...

We all have a stake in rebuilding our schools. And we all have a

choice on how to proceed. Children can either get by with an education

that places them at a disadvantage with their peers in other countries, or

they can be challenged to become lifelong learners prepared to succeed

in today's world. Our schools can either continue to produce too many

workers whose low skills lower the standard of living for all of us, or we

can have schools that prepare workers to compete successfully in an

increasingly complex, fast-paced and high-tech international market-

place.
This is an urgent but exciting time to be involved in the business of

building the American education system of the 21st Century. It wasn't

easy to build a transcontinental railroad, send a man to the moon, or win

the Cold War. But we did it. We need the same determination, and

sense of unity and purpose, to design a system of teaching and learning

that makes us proud.
The National Education Goals and high education standards will

help us prepare for crucial improvements in early childhood, schooling,

and workplace environments. We now have a vision of an American

education system that rivals any other in the world. We simply need to

get to work to make it happen.
Someday, as diplomas are awarded to our young people, we will be

able to tell them confidently: "You are well on your way because you

have graduated from the very best education system there is." Join with

leaders and citizens in your community who are working to bring this day

closer. Together, we can accomplish the vital mission of educating

America.
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